Black Swan

*Designer*  Nir Meiri

Inspired by the elegant posture of a black swan, this lamp imitates its head-tilting movement with its rotating parts. At the same time, the outline of the movement is cast in the light, like a reflection on the surface of water.
Marine Light

Designer Nir Meiri

This is a project inspired by the sea. Through the unconventional use of seaweed as a main material for a domestic environment, the product plays on the tension between the artistic and the commercial. The lamp consists of a metal base and a structure of thin metal strings that function as the lamp shade. The seaweed is placed on metal strings while it is still fresh. As it dries, it shrinks and obtains the form of the lamp shade. A mixture of preserving material is used. The light reflected through the seaweed and the form of the lamp are intended to induce underwater feelings.